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About us 
We are the first Hardware Incubator and Accelerator program in Sydney.           

The company Innovation Drive was founded in 2018 by Product          

development expert Sayee Ganjekar & Tech expert Omar Najjar. Later          

joined by a Mechanical Engineer, Ketan Powar. 

 

Innovation Drive comprises a community of exceptional idea assessors,         

industrial designers, product designers, engineers and manufacturers       

who work together to produce high standard products ready for market,           

with consistently affordable rates. The existing market is fragmented. Our          

solution enables new markets to exist. Smart, quick and transparent          

services demystify the commercialisation process. 

 

Focused on supporting Hardware Startups through Prototyping and        

Manufacturing of innovative consumer electronics and connected Devices. 

 

Innovation drive is launching its first Sydney Hardware Incubator with          

pre seed - accelerator program - “To help inventors of physical products            

realise their ideas to market so they can change the world one hardware             

at a time." 

 

Inventors come from all walks of life. Some are trained scientists or            

engineers who work for large companies. But most inventors are          

everyday people: truck drivers, plumbers, nurses. People who look at a           

situation and come up with a solution that they think works better.            

People like you.  
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Why should you apply ?  
You the napkin-sketcher, the day job dreamer, the weekend warrior, the           

small business starter, the expert craftsman, the professional        

placemaker. Inside each of us, there’s an idea waiting to be born, a             

passion ready to be explored, or a skill set to be learned.  

 

We don’t care what you want to do, rather how you want to do it! We                

assist you in the beginning phases of developing your product idea, when            

you may not have a full team set up. Being hardware it is a hands-on,               

immersive experience that’s perfect for all kinds of founders – including           

those who have a day job or are studying. 

 

Entrepreneurship is a beautiful journey, start yours with the Sydney          

Hardware Incubator pre-accelerator program and enjoy the ride. At         

Sydney Hardware Incubator, you have the opportunity to make it          

happen. 

 

This part time program costs AUD499 + GST and includes 3 hours of             

weekly sessions; every Saturday for 12 weeks. Focused on helping          

hardware entrepreneurs jump-start by providing them with technical and         

business consulting. In addition to access to 3D CAD software, and           

training. 
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How is the Idea Stage Hardware Accelerator 
different? 
It’s no secret that most hardware start-ups fail. Because Hardware is           

hard and we can’t guarantee that yours won’t. 

 

What we can guarantee is that taking your start-up through our pre-seed            

accelerator program significantly decreases your risk of failure. The         

Sydney Hardware Incubator program has been created by entrepreneurs         

who have seen both sides of the coin and focuses on dealing with the              

most important risk factors before they become real issues. 

Program Details 
Sydney Hardware Incubator’s pre-seed accelerator program is all about         

how to create a successful startup through developing an innovative          

product. It breaks down the necessary processes into an integrated,          

comprehensive framework that any hard-working person can learn and         

apply. 

  

This 14 week part time program will show you how to segment your             

market, design and build your product, find and attract the right           

customers, attract the right partners, utilise support tools to streamline          

your operations and methods on how to scale to your business. 

 

You will learn who is your customer, what can you do for your customer,              

how does your customer acquire your product, how do you make money            
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off your product, how do you design & build your product and how do you               

scale your business. 

 

The program will help you to 

 

 

Define 

Your idea 

 

Find 
A viable, scalable business model 

 

Think differently 

About what it takes to do something new 

 

Pitch 
Like a superstar with weekly practice 
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Week 1: Hardware Startup Landscape 20/06/2020 

At the start of the program we       

discover the state of the market      

for hardware startups, dividing it     

into four main product categories:     

connected devices, wearables and    

personal sensors, robotics, and    

designed products. It briefly    

examines the forces that have led to the recent growth of the ecosystem,             

including the history of the maker movement. 

Week 2: Idea Validation and Community Engagement 27/06/2020 

This week begins by    

emphasising the importance of    

validating the idea through    

conversations with distinct   

groups of people who will be      

critical to your success. Then     

intro to community building and customer development, discussing the         

different relationships that founders will form to help them along the path            

to building a company. These include the relationship between co          

founders, how to choose advisors, and how to reach potential early           

adopters 
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Week 3: Knowing Your Market 04/07/2020 

This week we cover techniques     

for market, consumer, and    

competitive-landscape research.  

It aims to help founders better      

understand where your products    

fit into a market ecosystem,     

which is important for idea     

validation, early brand positioning, and future fundraising. It also works          

through the basics of customer development interviews with an eye          

toward lean product development 

Week 4: Branding 11/07/2020 

Introduction to brand development    

for hardware startups which covers     

the basics of brand marketing     

including brand identity, mission,    

and personality and the    

development of brand assets. This     

will help you the founder to craft your company’s cohesive brand identity,            

which is a critical component of success for any physical product. 

Week 5: Product Design 18/07/2020 

Main objective this week of product      

design is to create a good or service        

with excellent functional utility and     

sales appeal at an acceptable cost      
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and within a reasonable time. The product should be produced using           

high-quality, low-cost materials and methods. We learn the process of          

imagining, creating, and iterating products that solve users' problems or          

address specific needs in a given market. The key to successful product            

design is an understanding of the end-user customer, the person for           

whom the product is being created. 

Week 6: Prototyping 25/07/2020 

Main goal for this week is to guide        

you for getting from design to      

physical things, which include types     

of prototypes (including works-like    

and looks-like prototyping), building    

your engineering and design team,     

outsourcing versus insourcing, chip selection, software, and some        

common terminology specific to the hardware space. 

Week 7: Manufacturing 01/08/2020 

We discuss the common processes     

and pitfalls startups face when     

moving to manufacturing. It covers     

when and how to choose a factory       

and supply chain, where to     

manufacture, testing and certification,    

and packaging. 
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Week 8: Mentor Review 08/08/2020 

Mentor Review is the major test in the        

program. In this session, Founders will      

focus on giving a presentation of their       

progress and traction to a panel of       

Mentors/ investors for a detailed     

review. Mentors will evaluate based on      

your progress in the program, the      

company’s scalability, and more. 

Week 9: Regulatory 15/08/2020 

All hardware products require some     

kind of certification to be sold. It’s one        

of the most overlooked steps in the       

very early stages of bringing hardware      

products to the market. It’s not      

uncommon to plan the early phases of       

the project with certification and other      

approval as a milestone. You will learn the steps to analyse regulations,            

dependencies, and product-plan strategic decision gateways in a more         

waterfall-like approach. 

Week 10: Crowdfunding 22/08/2020 

Crowdfunding platforms have made a     

dramatic impact on the ability of      

hardware-startup founders to take an     

idea to market. This week we cover       
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best practices for running a crowdfunding campaign from start to finish:           

choosing perks, developing a pricing strategy, driving traffic, building         

community, and more. 

Week 11: Fundraising 29/08/2020 

We cover how to navigate the      

fundraising ecosystem. We also    

examine the players who control     

capital—including angels, venture   

capitalists, and strategic   

investors—and the pros and cons of      

taking funding from each. It provides      

guidance on the strategies most likely to result in a successful           

fundraising, including when and how to reach out, how to create an ideal             

pitch deck, and how to structure a round. 

Week 12: Go to Market 05/09/2020 

This week begins with a survey of       

business models and pricing strategies.     

Introduction to logistics and fulfillment     

best practices and evaluates distribution     

channels, with special attention paid to      

margin and marketing considerations.    

You also learn the metrics that matter when evaluating the growth of a             

business. The emphasis throughout is on helping founders make the          

transition from product to company. 
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Week 13: Legal 12/09/2020 

Hardware-startup founders face unique    

legal considerations when building their     

products. They must navigate potential     

intellectual property issues, liability    

concerns, certifications, regulations,   

tariffs, supplier agreements, and more.     

This week we provide an overview of the pitfalls to watch out for and the               

type of legal support a founder will need at various stages of product             

development. 

Week 14: Demo & Graduation 19/09/2020 

In this final session, you will celebrate       

with your peers, friends and family,      

as well as select Mentors. Some      

Founders will also pitch to a live       

audience, and you will officially     

onboard to all of the post-program      

resources and assistance the Sydney Hardware Incubator provides. 

Acceptance Criteria 
● You should have a hardware component or aspect but we love           

seeing innovative software behind the hardware as well. 

● You MUST have an idea of your product and you should have a             

narrative of the invention showing and telling how it works. (this           

could be a video, pictures or a 3D animation, flow charts, etc.) 
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● We’re looking for great teams, and while experience is great, first           

time founders are also welcome as long as you can show your            

“unfair advantage” in your sector. 

● Priority will be given to the most "innovative", "disruptive",         

"unique", and "scalable" startups. 

● You have passion 

 

Upon graduation 
from Sydney Hardware Incubator’s pre-seed accelerator program, you        

will have: 

● Have confidence in you, 

● Defined your idea and developed a viable, sustainable business         

model 

● An understanding of the Lean Startup principles 

● Conducted customer development and validation 

● Created and learned how to use a Purpose to Impact Canvas 

● Created and pitched your business and product to experienced         

mentors 

● Know what to do & mainly what not to do, 

● Sense of community. 
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Continued support until you succeed 

● Who wants to join a manufacturing tour in China? Learn about how            

to deal with Chinese manufacturers and what they have to offer?  

● Syd-Shenzhen Forum - Sourcing week learn manufacturing Week        

(ANYONE OPEN TO IT)  

● Learn to take advantage of Asian manufacturers to have cost          

effective and quality products in the market. 

 

 
 

“You don’t need to be a risk taker to be an entrepreneur 

To be a successful entrepreneur you need to be disciplined, determined and educated. 

-Ketan Pawar 


